IFS UNSCRAMBLER TURNTABLE
W/RECTANGLE DEVICE
MODEL: TT-45UN
UTILITIES: 4A @ 120VAC

IFS CONVEYER
10FT (LF820-4.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 8A @ 120VAC

BULK SUPPLY TRANSFER: 30GPM
SANITARY DUTY AIR PUMP
80 PSI @ 10-CFM

8 HEAD SANITARY PISTON FILLER
W/SS BRAIDED TEFLON TUBING
MODEL: FP6SANI
UTILITIES: 110 VAC @ 10A
80 PSI @ 10-CFM

IFS CONVEYER
13FT (LF820-4.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 8A @ 120VAC
IFS NT SNAPCAP W/ BULK
ELEVATOR SORTER W/ VARIABLE
SPEED BOTTLE SPACER
MODEL: IF5-NT
CAPPER UTILITIES:
25A @ 120VAC
7CFM @ 80 PSI

IFS ACCUMULATOR TURNTABLE
MODEL: TT-45UN
UTILITIES: 4A @ 120VAC

PRODUCT TRAVEL LEFT TO RIGHT
CUSTOMER EXISTING LABELER

CONVEYOR LINE
HEIGHT: 37 +/- 2"

CONVEYOR LINE
HEIGHT: 38" +/- 2"

SALES ENGINEER
APPROVAL: ____________

CONTACT #: 107582
COMPANY: Specialty Oil Filling Line

APPROVAL DRAWING
☐ APPROVED
☐ APPROVED AS NOTED
☐ RE-SUBMIT
SIGN: ____________
DATE: ____________